Frequently asked questions about the Business Solutions, Business Model
changes Award
Who can apply?
Any company that is registered in Hungary can apply by filling out and sending in the official
application form before the deadline. In addition, administration fee must be paid.

Is it only possible to apply with a business model change, a business solution that started
during the pandemic?
Not necessarily. Primarily, yes, but it can also be a model change in the planning or early stages,
which was implemented in a much faster way than usual due to the pandemic.

Can only ongoing business solutions be accepted?
Yes. It is important that the model change or solution goes beyond the period of the pandemic and is
preferably a sustainable solution in the long run.

Can a company send more application in this category?
Companies can apply with more than one solution, but every business solution needs an individual
application form.

Can a company apply in more categories?
Yes, a company can make nominations even in three categories (Business solutions, business model
changes, Change Leader, Social responsibility).

Are the applications completed by hand approved?
No, an electronically completed application form should be uploaded to:
http://bcsdh.hu/sustainable-future-prize/ (Name of the uploading: companyname_solutionname
_bs_award_2020.xls) until 15 August 2020 23:59.

What is the deadline of the application and where should it be uploaded?
An electronically completed application form should be uploaded to: http://bcsdh.hu/sustainablefuture-prize/ (Name of the uploading: companyname_solutionname_bs_prize_2020.xls) 15 August
2020 23:59

Is it important that the result of the business solution can be verified?
Yes, it is one of the emphasized aspects of evaluation. It is important that the statements and data
about the business solution are verifiable. When introducing your results, please use indicators.

What happens, if the solution is too complex for a 2000-character description?

The business solutions could be made more understandable for the jury with films or links. Here you
can attach a video link which is the oral completion of this application.

What is the evaluation procedure?
The jury members will individually and independently evaluate tenders. According to the individual
evaluation sheets, BCSDH will calculate the points awarded to each nominee, and return the score to
the jury. The jury shall then draw up a list of the finalists, from which, after consultation, a prizewinner will be chosen.

How can the administration fee be paid?
Entries for business solutions shall be accepted only after payment of an application and
administration fee (40.000 HUF + VAT) (which can be transferred after receipt of application based
on the invoice).
By paying the administration fee one person from the applicant company is eligible to participate at
BCSDH's business lunch this year, at which the 'For a sustainable Future' Prize will be presented.

Do the nominator company get a notification about the incoming nomination?
The person, who sends in the nomination will receive a confirmation.

